Group Training for Bands

Will develop individual ability and telling ensemble effects in short time, and strengthen the prestige of the director or supervisor using this series.

The Leader’s Book

now issued has seventeen chapters that thoroughly cover the successful methods and details of group training and band organization based on the practice and experience of its able authors.

A Few Chapter Headings from the Leader’s Book

1. The Band in School and Community.
2. Organization of the School Band.
3. Instrumentation.
4. Equipment (from Instruments to Rehearsal Room.)
5. Rehearsals and Discipline Details.
7. The Drum Major.
8. The Conductor and his Equipment.
10. Contests.
11. Specifications and Forms.

Price of Leader’s Book $1.50

*Fourteen Educational Books issued for the individual Band Instruments. Also to be issued: Violins I and II, Viola, Cello, Bass and French Horn. Each Book 75c.*

Send for booklet and sample solo parts
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**True Tone Instruments**
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**Easy to Play - Easy to Pay**

If you have no band,
START ONE
with the Mirick Method!

**NOW! Anyone Who Can Read Music**

Can Organize—Train—Direct—and Guide A Beginner Band (or Band and Orchestras Combined) to Success WITH

**The Mirick Method of Instrumental Instruction**

By GALEN C. MIRICK

If you have no band, START ONE with the Mirick Method!
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3. Morning Song
4. Young Braves

Gaston Borch looked upon this suite as the crowning work of his career, and so it expressed itself in many occasions. It is the sort of music that endears itself and inspires—such as which there is no greater test of quality. The suite is reissued by the publisher with no little satisfaction and full confidence that it will be received warmly by all true music lovers.
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Gaston Borch looked upon this suite as the crowning work of his career, and to express himself on many occasions:
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 Tone? True intonation throughout the scale? Easy playing qualities? Ask the men who play one. For a good firsthand opinion, ask some musician who uses York for hard, grinding work in the movie pit or dance hall. There—where the real test comes—York stands out for easy blowing, smooth response and purity of tone hour after hour.
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Would You Like to Try a York?
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The Symphony Band

By James R. Gillette

Conductor, Carleton Symphony Band

The Symphony Band has long since reached its limit of artistic expression. Concert programs have fallen below the level of orchestral or choral bodies. Composers have forgotten to write for it. As a consequence, outside of a vast musical literature, nothing of lasting importance has appeared in years. Arrangements, once upon the other, have piled up annually, giving the band an arranged library,—many numbers being entirely out of touch with such an organization, and often-times the slavish imitation killing any worth the composition is bound to possess. It might be possible to ask and answer a few questions.

1. What is a Symphony Band?
2. What is its Future?
3. Will it become a musical force?
4. Is it a place to fill?

The Symphony Band is not an evolution from the old-time concert or military band. It is not a small band, a large band, nor an escaped band. A large band is the logical development. Thus, the bassoons, horns, trumpets, trombones, and others are to be created. It is here when the conductor's score reveals a real touch of artistry and color, when we can see a few masters on a level with the best of today's work. The true symphonic band literature now advertised as such, and with the symphonic band movement will be on the way, still we can make a just claim that the true symphonic band has only partly arrived because its literature is only in the making.

A SYMBOLOGY MUST BE SET

The future of any musical instrument or group of instruments depends upon the music written for the single instrument or group. A standard must be set, a specification must be made so that composers are prompted toward, at least, a definite artistic beginning. This same standard must make an appeal to those who are to teach, play, or design. Again, the designer must seek out the most desirable and practicable end, taking into consideration,—composer, teacher, player, director. (And slowly enough, though true, poetically.)—Ed. From out of all with many labels. It is properly called "fads and fancies." These adjust themselves. In the final analysis, the publisher will hold the balance of power and the future will be poised and shaped by him.

The future, therefore, of the symphonic band depends on our publishing houses. Will they sufficiently interest composers so that masterpieces will result? Will they thoroughly revise present methods of arranging non-band compositions to meet symphonic band needs? There is no question concerning the distinctive and force of the symphonic band. Thus far, with a few exceptions, music lovers know little of the movement. Yet it is moving. Here is proof. In a recent report issued by Prof. Irving Levine of the University of Minnesota, devoted to a discussion of the Minnesota State Music Contest, he said: "The bands in general were too bad and lacking in shading. Our schools ought to be accomplishing more, if they are to give so much attention to bands, toward changing the character of the standard American band." During the North Dakota State Band Contest, held at Madison, June 21-21, 1910, two questions, continually asked, were: "What can we say about the symphonic band?" and "How can we change and better our organizations?"

Save To Be Overruled

These and many other things point hopefully toward the place the symphonic band will eventually fill in America's crowded musical life. One difficulty comes in getting the idea before the general public. A band concert does not attract the attention it once did. People have become tired of noise and of average music. It will take much more work and so little legitimate advertising to win audiences, and yet better music and better bands will accomplish what is most desired. "Better bands and better music," whatever our bands.

As this movement progresses we are bound to bear heavy arguments against it. One individual remarks, "Our symphonic bands cannot march!" Another, "You demand too many different instruments." We answer the first by saying that no one expects a symphony orchestra to march. And to the second that the oboe, the bassoon, or any other instrument can be taught and played as well as the clarinet, the trumpet, or the ever-present saxophone. Most arguments come from bandmasters who have always opposed new ideas and ideals.

However, there is a feeling in many parts that the instrumentation as suggested by the National Band Committee is too large for practicable purpose. There is, no doubt, some justice to such criticism. There should be no argument. Why a band of thirty or fifty players cannot become as symmetric as a band of eighty or one hundred. The average band probably from thirty to forty performers.

The other fellow's point of view quite naturally your own is sharpened, and perhaps, disturbed. If, as serious band men claim, the matter of instrumentation is retarded the sequence of non-band movement, it will be well to re-echo the whole subject and come to some agreement on a more liberal score, with the result of all. In conclusion but that movement makes certain clear-cut demands, if the Symphony Band is ever to prove. Some of these demands are here noted.

What Is Needed

1. Make the symphonic band distinct—not use the arguments for a small band, a standard band, a military band, or a symphonic band—and give no thought whatever concerning the fitness of the score for all types of orchestras. This very thing has done much toward killing the old-type band. I am convinced that true symphonic symphonies of reasonable proportions can be made to stand on its own without worrying over the fear of whether it will "fit" equally well a band in Chicago and another in Pullman.

I cannot agree with those who believe that most of our existing literature can be made over to satisfactorily make symphonic music. Adding or substituting instruments to a score that will not fill the hive. Distinction is only gained by a distinctive start.

2. Make the instrumentation so clear-cut that it is at once recognized. The study and reasonable mastership of instruments in our school systems is astonishing. "First of a thousand" population possess hands with about 20 symphonic band instruments. The boys and girls playing drones, bassoons, oboes, etc., in a very manner. And there is a freshness to their work that the profession has lost. One of the surest methods of killing this great interest in young people is to place these very expressive instruments into existing bands. They are so overplayed and played by leers and saxophones—because of doubling or "as-good-for-small-bands-under-full-instrumentation" writing—that the pit or band becomes discouraged and considers his instrument as not essential to the orchestra's success. The trouble is quick to exist in existing scores and can be cured only by a new score, call it symphonic or what-not.

3. Revise instrumentation so that the score stands out as a challenge to every known band music. Cut old methods to suit the new. We know by experience what the score is. Again, I emphasize the point: It isn't size we desire, it is quality. Tone quality. Freedom of color. Instrumental freedom.

4. Give the director who hasn't a remedy for his pet. Therefore, for the sake of argument, allow me to make a score with you, using a manuscript of twenty-four lines.

Melody for November, 1928

Before each line, starting at the top, we will write as follows:

Hopeful

Edward B. Stil
Carol, and Harmonic E Flat Cello
F Fine
A Trumpet
Second Bb Clarinet
Sub-Bass Clarinet
A Flat Cornet
Third Bb Clarinet
Sub-Bass Cornet
Second Bb Trumpet
First and Second Horns in A Flat
Third and Fourth Horns in A Flat
First and Second Trombones
First Tenor Trombone
Second Tenor Trombone
Tenor Trombone
Baritone B F
Contrabass Trombone
Tuba
Bassoon
Drums

This score is not radically one. The main change comes in certain omissions, a re-arranging of the Bb clarinets and trumpets, and the addition of oboes.

An Analysis Of This Scoring

The usual score starts with woodwinds,—an instrument that will never be missed or omitted. If it must be used for special effects, the second flute can handle it. The saxophone is scored with the bassoon. When well played, it has more value here than as optional with the bass clarinet. It is more or less, a contra bassoon.

A score is the re-arranging of the Bb clarinets from Solo-Front-Second-Third. This, to me, seems vital both from a writing standpoint and a better playing use of an all-important instrument. The symphonic band calls for a full use of the Bb clarinet. Therefore, in dividing into first and second parts, we create a tremendous opportunity by placing the entire clarinet section on an equality of band balance and sweep. We need more clarinet playing in union and in unison, leaving the filling-in process to the, perhaps, the saxophone. At once this brings the band a fine better class of saxophone playing than generally exists. It means an absence of vibrato and a mastery of soft tone.

The re-arranging of the Bb clarinets does not away with the possibility of dividing them at any time, in any way the composer or the arranger see fit. What has been used is regarding the clarinet good for the re-arranging of the trumpets, but of course, quite a different treatment in the score. In passing, the horn parts might be mentioned. The day will come when horn parts will be written in F. So long as conditions do not so strongly claim attention toward the section, the F instruments will predominate.

The introduction of the oboes is a step forward. There has never been more than passing interest in the alto clarinet. The National Band Committee recommended its use as furnishing the oboe-quality to the clarinets. It would seem, therefore, logical to place the oboe in the symphonic band, to replace the alto clarinet. The bass clarinet has never added or taken away. The fact is, few players know it or can play it in tune. The contra bass has always belonged to other band or orchestra. Supplemented by the tuba, some and then, its use in the Symphony Band is imperative.

Returning to the family of five saxophones. You may kick them all around town and yet the fact remains, they are capable of great effects and can be made to produce almost a solid orchestra-like tone. A drumset has always been that players have lacked ears-trained.

Statements have been chosen carelessly, and little attention given to reeds. Properly scored the saxophones become an orchestral background that is invaluable. In the past it has been treated as "hit and run" instrument.

In conversation during the past three months with at least a hundred interested band directors, none of whom feel satisfied with their existing organizations, I have suggested the following instrumentation, just as to instruments and numbers, practicable for use, and while within their resources. I am passing it on here not as the one and only specification, but rather as something I have found good.

The Carleton Instrumentation

Two flutes; one oboe; one bassoon; one soprano-ec; one clarinet; twelve Bb clarinets; five saxophones (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Baritone, Bass); four trumpets; four horns; one baritone (base) one trombones; three "cello, four contrabass; one tuba, tympani; drums. At the most, forty-five mens. This has become our symphonic instrumentation at Carleton College, some already call it "the Carleton Plan," and, after five years of experimenting! I feel no reason for making any change.

The total effect of the symphonic band, as specified above, depends a bit on seating. Conductors can well spend some time experimenting. Even the same type of band requires more hard work than the olderime band. It takes good players, good instruments always played in tune, much rehearsal, and music arranged and written for the combination.

As I said at the beginning of this article, it's up to the publisher to handle this type of band the more you will realize the part publishing house plays. Symphonic bands will never really exist so long as music is "particularly well-adapted to hands with a variety of instruments, known as Symphonic Bands." The very things we must get away from is imitation. A band with a "variety of instruments" may not be symphonic in any sense.

Expounding the name "Symphony Band" to sell more band music is purely a Taget Dome situation and will eventually ruin the whole movement. The conductor of a publishing house who will accept a reasonable instrumentation and then announce the fact in certain terms, I may repeat, — and I hope it will bear fruit in the Symphony Band is not a large band nor an enlarged band. It is not adapted or adaptable. It is not of one variety or another. It is a Symphony Band when the score writes itself.
The Lion and the Lamb

ROUND THREE

Some time ago we wrote an editorial, in which we depicted the late music picture houses, or replacing the better type of music with the horrors of a vaudeville comedies and its jingle bands. These saloons were filled with habitues, famous for their knowledge of music. Had they not been unhealthily prone to the decay of old music which has lasted.

By ARTHUR W. ZEHETNER

Director of Music
Delaware, Iowa, Public Schools

Reading “The Lion and the Lamb” in the May issue of The Jacoby Music Magazine, I am moved by a certain statement made by Mr. Sprach, to put on the gloves and respect the ring for Round 3. Let me open my attack by a right swing to the jaw, knocking your friendly orchestra leader, over the on the conduct of music in the world, the most vital part of which, as far as I can see, is the problem of music. In the days of the “hearty” phrase, most music was not heard as anything but a type. The only difference was that the public-realized what it was seeing written in the music score. A picture has a tendency to make black and white faces, without any shading. A face in a picture is always seen in the same way, from the same perspective, with the same expression. This is why every old-time musician has always known that the beauty of the old type will never have the universal appeal of jazz music, just as no one can pretend to understand the emotion that the tiger suggests.

Let us investigate the meaning of a word or two included in the above. Since the word “classical” seems to be accepted by our worthy opponent in his true sense (although it is supposed to be vague in this case), let’s be fair in our examination. Webster says “classical” means “a work of the highest class and of acknowledged excellence, the special meaning under “classical” music is “appealing to critical interest or developed taste.” So far as I can see, classical music is a modification of excellence and appeals to critical interest and developed taste. How long a period is this development of critical taste to cover, and should we not weight the passing years be taken into consideration? Also, there’s the crux of this whole jazz discussion. But we’ll come back to that.

Mr. Sprach’s Definition Disputed

There are no real admirers of choral music, the writer, who will admit with Mr. Sprach that even most classical music is “hearty.” It is in the present hard to understand. We will agree with him that all jazz music is light. But isn’t an admittance of one’s reason to jump to the conclusion that “hearty” music must have world results, even if we did admit, for the sake of argument, that most classical music is hard to understand. Weber says marcelin “not sound and beautiful, vocally, etc.” I assume that Mr. Sprach must have practised hard on some instrument in his youth to have reached his present position of advancement, and I hope he is continuing his beneficial practice during the present days of his youth. I feel sure, quite true, that he must have studied from some classical and acknowledged school method, and with a good teacher, so that he’s now in one of the many is because he encouraged Mr. Sprach to work diligently on these hard studies and classical compositions.

Classical Music Is Not “Morbid”

Did this hard practice (we all know it was “hearty”) make us grow our old musical heart? Never! It has made healthier, more active mentally, stimulating him to do better and always along the form of a sound and healthful program. May we then correct Mr. Sprach’s reasoning and assume he must have said “If the field of literature were a field, the works produced in the field, but the public continues to read things that please the lighter vein.” Why? Because the public is not yet educated to understand, but that doesn’t mean they never will, or that every time they try, the mental effort will raise the tide of this threatening cloud of moral thoughts. While waiting for a better understanding of music, jazz will continue to tempt the public to defeat this beneficial contemplation of classical music until it comes to a realization that what it really wants is something with a lasting quality.

And with that bold swing to the jaw properly placed, we’ll come back to this question of what it is that lifts, and how long it takes for music, or anything else for that matter, to gain a “classical” position.

The writer has a vision (the sixth he has labeled, Sebastian, 1978). What made the other five unusable and kept the power changing and changing will be finally get that satisfied its taste? In this case it was the cheapness and poor tone of the five that make them unendurable. Now I hold before you for old violins, there are some excellent new ones now being made, but that genuine old label is simply a guarantee that musicians before we have found the old fiddle good, possessing a something in tone and response that never failed to satisfy, either when they earned their living with it or played string quartets on it for fun. Why is this old violin a classic then? Because, like the old music, it “has an appeal to critical interest, or developed taste” (all the old violins before me, if I recall correctly, have respect, and even love for the old things that are around the best of them).

By ARTHUR H. RACKETT

Despite the fact that the “morbid” phrase has been used, it is very clear that the writer of the piece is not referring to “morbid” as a negative term, but rather as a descriptive one. The use of this term in the context of music is often associated with the idea of a deep, emotional, or introspective quality that is appealing to those who are interested in exploring the darker aspects of human experience. This is not to say that all music labeled as “morbid” is necessarily dark or unsettling, but rather that it offers a unique and powerful form of expression that can be appreciated by those who are open to its depth and complexity.

It is important to note that music can be a powerful tool for healing and personal growth, and that even music that is labeled as “morbid” or dark can offer a sense of comfort and solace to those who are struggling with difficult emotions or experiences. In this way, the use of the term “morbid” in the context of music can be seen as a way of acknowledging the profound and transformative potential of music, rather than as a negative or limiting label.
From the Press of Ditson

A New Book in The Music Student's Library

PROJECT LESSONS IN ORCHESTRATION

By

Prof. Arthur E. Heacock

Author of "Harmony for Ear, Eye and Keyboard"

Here at last is a practical book on orchestration for close use—

The lessons are short.

The book has been written for the purpose of providing a large body of material for the student of orchestration. The student is first given a brief glimpse of the instruments of the orkestra and an orchestra score.

This is followed at once by lessons in arranging, and in learning by sight-reading. The book is ample for its purpose.

The students are gradually introduced to the different instruments and the directions throughout are clear.

The student is led by logical steps from the simple to the more complex.

The book is the outcome of years of practical instruction by the student's voice, and consists of several new methods and devices which have been developed by the student.

Price, $1.50 (cloth)

LATEST ADDITIONS to the
Philharmonic Orchestra Series

The Pioneer Series with FULL SCORE

The orchestra is so arranged and cross-cued as to ensure adequate performance for very small groups of instruments thus indicated in the full score. Every number may be played with Strings and Piano alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Composer</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bach</td>
<td>Air, and Gavotte for Strings</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Raff</td>
<td>Romanza in D</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mozart</td>
<td>Five Pieces for Strings</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rimsky-Korsakov</td>
<td>Song of India</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Liszt</td>
<td>Choral Symphony in C</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Schumann and Grieg</td>
<td>Four Modern Classics for Strings</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cadman, Charles W.</td>
<td>Rond de Noel in C</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lully, J. B.</td>
<td>Gavotte, in D Minor</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small & Piano, 76c each. FULL & PIANO 1.00 each.

Other Numbers in Press. Send for Thematic Catalog.

TEN TRADITIONAL CAROLS for Christmas

These carols are published in Octavo No. 12,705 for vocal use and the orchestral arrangements are adapted for instrumental use or as accompaniment for voices.

Small Orchestra, $1.35

Full Orchestra, $1.85

AN IMMEDIATE HIT

AN OLD ADOBÉ

By the author of "MARCHETA"

Words and Music by VICTOR L. SCHERTZINGER

An atmospheric song—good for movie usage.

High, in G Medium, in E Low, in D

Orchestra Arrangements

Each Key 50c

Arranged for Man's Voice, October No. 16,327

Price 15c

Oliver Ditson Company, Boston

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO. NEW YORK
The dates of the concert were proposed one year ago when band was named "Junior High" and the students were in the seventh grade. However, the concert was delayed due to various factors.

The student council, along with the band directors, proposed the concert to the school board, and it was approved. The student council worked hard on the organization and coordination of the concert. They were responsible for the promotion, ticket sales, and sound system.

The concert was held in the school auditorium, and there were two main features: a talent show and a dance. The talent show consisted of musical performances, dance routines, and other artistic expressions. The dance was a fun and energetic event, featuring a variety of dance styles.

The students were excited about the concert, and they worked hard to make it a success. They practiced their performances, decorated the auditorium, and prepared for the audience. The event was a great opportunity for the students to showcase their talents and have a good time.

The concert was a huge success, and the students were proud of their achievement. They had put in a lot of effort, and the results were impressive. The concert brought the community together and created a sense of unity among the students.

The student council and the band directors are planning to organize another concert next year. They are already thinking about new ideas and improvements to make the next event even better. The students are looking forward to the next concert and are excited about the possibilities that lie ahead.

---

THEME OF THE CONCERT: "Music and Motion" - The concert featured a variety of musical performances, including dance routines, and other artistic expressions. The event was a great opportunity for the students to showcase their talents and have a good time.

The student council and the band directors are planning to organize another concert next year. They are already thinking about new ideas and improvements to make the next event even better. The students are looking forward to the next concert and are excited about the possibilities that lie ahead.
Have You Faith in Yourself?

H ave you ever wondered whether or not it would pay you to take a special course in music or train for something big in your work? State Departments of Education recognize the importance of music in the schools. You can earn a Diploma, Degree or Certification in music through your school, but are you interested in pursuing a career in music? We've been offering courses in music to our students for a long time. James Monroe Musicians has been in existence for many years. If you have never heard of them before, or if you're not sure whether or not you want to take a course, you should definitely come and see them. They offer a wide variety of courses, from basic to advanced, and they are always looking for new students. So, if you're interested in music, we encourage you to come and check them out.

Extension Courses Growing in Popularity Each Month

There is a greater demand all the time for music and dancing courses, as people are looking for ways to improve their skills. One of the most popular courses is the "Musical Theatre" class, which is offered every month. This class teaches students how to dance and sing, and also gives them the opportunity to perform in a musical. The classes are taught by experienced instructors and are open to all ages and levels of experience. The demand for these classes continues to grow, as more and more people are finding that music and dance are a great way to stay active and have fun. So, if you're interested in learning more about music, we encourage you to come and check them out.

This is Your Opportunity—Mail the Coupon TODAY!

EXTENSION COURSE

1st Place: Normal
2nd Place: Fargo
3rd Place: Sioux Falls
4th Place: Sioux City
5th Place: Watertown

Music students in public schools are encouraged to enter the "Musical Theatre" contest sponsored by the Junior Music Magazines. 15th Annual Contest, June 1983. The winners are announced in the June edition of the Junior Music Magazines. The winners are: 1st Place: Sioux Falls, 2nd Place: Sioux City, 3rd Place: Watertown, 4th Place: Fargo, 5th Place: Normal.

I am a music student in public school. I have a passion for music and I want to take the "Musical Theatre" course, how do I register?

You can register for the "Musical Theatre" course by visiting the James Monroe Music Magazines. They offer a variety of courses, from basic to advanced, and they are always looking for new students. So, if you're interested in music, we encourage you to come and check them out.

A Cornet Playing Pilgrim's Progress

The full season of 1885 was now approaching, and with its approach the solemn ceremonies and the external forms or signs of the annual removal of seasonal activity in professional music circles, there were no longer held a few less. My little taste of life away from home as a professional player in Buffalo with my brother Ed was only a slight one to be sure, but somehow it seemed to have cooled my ardor for becoming a great cornet player, and the thought of being just an ordinary cornetist and living at home appealed to me more strongly than the first. Normally, all boys of fifteen or eighteen years of age like to get away from home restrictions and the liberty of interpreting a bit of genuine philosophy I read the other day, namely: "A talent is a great breeder of lazinesses and is one of the most sure ways of knowing how to make a small fortune." I was graduated from school in June of 1884, and shortly afterwards my father had a call as organist to a large church in Indianapolis, Indiana. He accepted the offer, and in the following month the entire family again migrated, this time back to the very city where it came only a few years before. We had lived in Toronto, Canada, only four years, but even as a boy I grew to love the city which really marked the beginning of my career in the music world. During these four years I had made many friends among boys of my own age, and it was with sincere regret that I was forced to leave.

The day before we left the city I called upon my two dear instructors, Mr. John Haynes Benedict and Mr. Henry Newell Benedict, the Quaker Organists, Indianapolis. I am not sure how it happened, but some time in the fall, I was talking to Mr. Haynes about the possibility of taking a course in cornet playing, and he agreed to give me a lesson. I was very pleased, and I spent the next few months studying with him. I learned a lot from him, and I became very good at cornet playing. The day before we left I called at his house and asked if he could give me a lesson. He agreed, and we spent the next few months studying together. I was very pleased, and I became very good at cornet playing. The day before we left I called at his house and asked if he could give me a lesson. He agreed, and we spent the next few months studying together. I was very pleased, and I became very good at cornet playing. The day before we left I called at his house and asked if he could give me a lesson. He agreed, and we spent the next few months studying together. I was very pleased, and I became very good at cornet playing. The day before we left I called at his house and asked if he could give me a lesson. He agreed, and we spent the next few months studying together. I was very pleased, and I became very good at cornet playing. The day before we left I called at his house and asked if he could give me a lesson. He agreed, and we spent the next few months studying together. I was very pleased, and I became very good at cornet playing. The day before we left I called at his house and asked if he could give me a lesson. He agreed, and we spent the next few months studying together. I was very pleased, and I became very good at cornet playing. The day before we left I called at his house and asked if he could give me a lesson. He agreed, and we spent the next few months studying together. I was very pleased, and I became very good at cornet playing. The day before we left I called at his house and asked if he could give me a lesson. He agreed, and we spent the next few months studying together. I was very pleased, and I became very good at cornet playing.
AN ANNOUNCEMENT

EMIL VELAZCO takes pleasure and pride in announcing that Fred Feibel, graduate of the Velazco Organ Studios, has been appointed Assistant Organist at the great PARAMOUNT THEATRE, New York City.

VELAZCO ORGAN STUDIOS, Inc.
1636 Broadway Suite 305
New York City

be made so easy as Mr. Rogers had proved by his own playing.

After the show was over I walked along to think about it, and finally determined to try to imitate this "wonder." The next morning after breakfast I took my coat to my new and commerced to experiment: for the more I threw the harder it became for me. Then I stood before the mirror and tried to adjust the nosepiece to my lips as I had observed Rogers do the night before, playing just a little bit on the upper lip with more on the lower lip and drawing the latter in slightly at the mouth, but — not a trace out of the corners. I tried it again and again and with no better results, then I did actually get mad: I kept up this experimenting all that day, and the following night brought another front seat ticket for the same show. On this night Rogers played a few notes of his piece not standing up before the audience but remaining seated. The selection was Hume's "Convoy of France," and — well, perhaps I didn't watch him as he played it.

The next night I tried the same way of playing as the previous day, only changing the position of the nosepiece against my lips, and again struggled to produce tones. The only result being that I found myself worse off than before, and for the end of that week I could play neither in the old way nor in the new. This was disconcerting that I was not at a point of giving up the whole thing in despair. Fortunately for me, however, I had been born with a decided amount of perseverance and obstinacy in my make-up and stuck to the game — although not without admitting to myself that it was necessary to play the cornet in the old way and suffer with the same strain and headache as before, perhaps it might be as well not to despair of playing altogether. However, I kept at it another three weeks and a good deal of struggle.

One day I picked up the instrument for the usual practice and, imagine if you can my surprise and almost abject bewilderment when the first tone I produced with ease was the formidable high C. It was almost startling, but I took it once more and for the second time produced this heretofore all but impossible tone. Now the whole secret was out, only there really wasn't anything secret about it! I had need only a little pressure of the nosepiece on my lips and so allowed them to vibrate naturally, instead of pressing against them with so great force that all lip-vibration was stopped and tone would not come from the cornet. It then dawned upon my mind that, always when trying to arrive at a high note, I had been pressing the mouthpiece so hard on the lips that it kept them vibrating at all. I had been like a man trying to walk with his legs bound together.

Starting for the third time with the high C, I began to run down the scale and watch for tones. At first a few tones were wanted, then there was no further response. Slightly relaxing my lower lip, I repeated this for a few times until I was able to reach down to middle G on the second line of the staff, but not a note! A burst I laugh and thought: "Well, if it is as difficult for me to play low tones then I must practice low tones, which I proceeded to do. It did not tax me at all, but took good care not to keep up for too long at a time. Think! I had journeyed all the way from Toronto to Indianapolis to struggle against this easier way of playing through seeing it marvelously demonstrated by Walter B. Rogers, a young player not much older than myself.

I now started in earnest to master the business of which to me was a new art. I began to relax my lips when playing, instead of pressing them together and pressing the mouthpiece against them with force, and very shortly I could produce C on the ledger line below the staff easily. After that I kept on working hard, but in a sensible way, reasoning out each problem as it came up, and before another month had passed could play fairly well again, and as much faster! The lesson involved in this is: If you find you have the right idea according to your own characters, stick on it from the very beginning and build up slowly from the foundation.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

THE WITELPHONE AND OTHER EVILS

In the May issue of The Organist we presented a letter written by Mr. Charles O. Halliwell, a prominent organist in New York, who had been performing with great success in the United States and abroad. The letter stated that Mr. Halliwell had heard a number of William J. Dickson's organ recitals, and that he was particularly impressed with the performance given by Mr. Dickson at the Wilterphone and Other Evils, which was played at the Royce Hall of Music, Los Angeles, on January 12th.

Mr. Halliwell's letter is reprinted below:

Dear Mr. Editor:

I am writing to express my admiration for the performance given by William J. Dickson at the Wilterphone and Other Evils, which was played at the Royce Hall of Music, Los Angeles, on January 12th.

I have heard a number of William J. Dickson's organ recitals, and I must say that his performance on the Wilterphone was one of the most impressive I have ever heard. The range of his playing was truly amazing, and his ability to control the instrument with such finesse was truly令人称道.

I am especially impressed with the way he handled the more difficult pieces, and his ability to bring out the nuances in the music was truly remarkable. I believe that he is one of the finest organists in the world today, and I look forward to hearing more of his performances in the future.

Sincerely yours,

[Name]

EDITOR'S NOTE: We are grateful for the support of our readers who have shared their thoughts and opinions on our articles. We encourage you to continue to share your views, and we look forward to hearing more from you in the future.

[Signature]
The DEL CASTILLO ORGAN SCHOOL of Boston
THEATRE—CHURCH—RESIDENCE—HOTEL—CONCERT—MUNICIPAL
Extensive practice facilities.

THEATRE: Completely equipped with organs. Film and slide training. Class lessons.
CHURCH: Special short rudimentary course for small church positions. Service directions.
CONCERT: Style, accompaniment, and program making. Broadcasting privileges for advanced students.

For further information address
THE SECRETARY
854 STATE THEATRE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.

The Greatest Book Ever Published
The Study of the Motion Picture Organ
BY CECIL TEGUE
Published by
W. A. QUINCKE & COMPANY
430 South Broadway
Los Angeles, California

Theatre Organ Instruction
Under the Direct Supervision of AVELYN M. KERR
We have installed a twenty-foot organ in the Memorial College for the training of interested and promising students.
Picture Catalog Made Possible by ACTUAL FILM PROJECTION DURING TEACHING HOURS
AVELYN M. KERR SCHOOL OF THE ORGAN
15 MICHIGAN STREET
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

"America's Fastest Growing Music Trade Journal"

Music Trade News
Devoted exclusively to the interests of those who buy and sell sheet music, musical merchandise, and music books
LIVE—NEWS—INSTRUCTIVE
Keeps you in touch with all that's new in music—bands and fretted instruments
PUBLISHED MONTHLY
SUBSCRIPTION $1.00 A YEAR

Melody for November, 1938

JAZZ IN DIFFERENT STYLES
SOLOS AND NOVELTIES
A Limited Time of Practice Arranged Free

THEATRE ORGANISTS
Send for our complete catalog of MOTION PICTURE MUSIC

MANUS MUSIC CO., Inc.
Organ Dept.
140 W. 48th St., N.Y. CITY

HOPKINS ORGAN SCHOOL

Ball Theatre Organ School

TELEPHONE, BALTIMORE, MD.
Name, Address, and City, please.

Representatives Wanted

Melody for November, 1938
Gratifying—

Irene's Washington Letter

Dear Irene:
Now that the King of King's has come and gone and Earth music has now almost come to an end, we are beginning to see daylight as usually in the King's, the King of King's was a true one and it was a success. Bill Nye, of whom you have heard, was here the other day, and a big hit. He played the King's, and the music was wonderful. The tunes were different, and the audience was enthusiastic. The music was a great success, and the audience was tremendously impressed with the tone of his instrument.

Just imagine 4.99 all you need to sound for your piano. Please let me know if you are interested.

All the best,
Irene

From Mine Shaft to Proscenium

Melody for November, 1928

Still no request from any of the vast number of users to refund them the price of Micro "BLACK-LINE" Reeds—even though we have emphasized in all our messages that the users must be thoroughly satisfied with the service, tone and every other way with Micro "BLACK-LINE" Reeds, or they can return them to us, and we will refund without question the full amount.

Tune is a concrete evidence that Micro "BLACK-LINE" Handmade Reeds are giving Saxophone and Clarinet players complete satisfaction, and we feel safe in making this guarantee of the full purchase price refunded without question, if you are not 100% satisfied.

This guarantee applies to all "BLACK-LINE" Reed players. and to our best men, will it be sent upon request, or if you order a single dozen Starter-Reeds hands down and send us a complete catalog showing other "MICRO" Products.

Melody for November, 1928

Hello Bob, this is our union, and I heard the McCall fell back on the days. Haven't been out that way since the papers were printed. Remember the popular songs between 90 and 117 and Ill. 17th.

Dan Clark was on the air with the new Walter's Three-manual organ, and it was more than a few weeks. He is on WJW, Cleve., Penna. Tune In, he is worth listening to. I see his two addresses and three letters. Some II will stick me up, and I'm not going to write. I've waited so long now, I don't want to lose time again.

Gaylee, Idaho
The CLOCKS

By ERNEST E. WELLES

IT'S TICKING!

And it will run a long time!
Play it and you will know one reason.
Look over the instrumentation and you
have another.

No matter what your combination of instruments—
orchestra, band, saxophone band—concert, theatre,
school or amateur—you will find the instrumentation
complete and the arrangement workmanlike, with
ample cueing for the benefit of small ensembles.

Although barely off the press, THE CLOCKS is already being
played by bands and orchestras of all types, including
symphonic ensembles. It will “tick” with your players and with
your audience.

If you find it difficult to get music of suitable
grade with sufficiently large instrumentation
for your orchestra or band, it will pay you to care-
fully analyze the instrumentation of the Jacobs
Orchestra-Band Edition, as shown in the panel
at the right.

For instance, if your organization is symphonic in character,
note the completeness of the respective arrangements and the
independence of parts as marked from the orchestra
and band lists.

When relating metal or woodwind instruments—either band or
orchestra—please see your order for the regular arrangement
the required roots parts selected from either the band or
orchestra list, as the case may be.

This example and flexible instrumentation is available in the
various combinations and settings of the Jacobs Orchestra-Band
Edition, offering a wide variety of selection.

NOTE: —The “Trucco” strain, which appears in the
Jacobs-Band arrangement, cannot be obtained from the
manuscript for lack of space. The cueing in the list of the right
may be obtained from the publisher.

WALTER JACOBS, Inc.,
120 Boylston Street
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
LOVE'S MELODY

Slow waltz time

When the radiant moon o'er lovers alone

All the time I was waiting all alone

Dreaming of someone, somewhere, fair and

Copyright, MCMLXV, by Charles Repper
International Copyright Secured
Published by Charles Brabazon, Trinity Court, Boston, Mass
love - ly as you,  To be near to me,  ev - er dear to me,

the ca - ress  Of your lips  that con - fess,  Sweet - er

al - ways true.  Let me read  in your eyes,

far than rar - est mu - sic to hear,  That you love me, my

Clear and deep  as the skies,  What I feel your heart is
dear!  Let me read  in your eyes,  Clear and

saying to me,  What is rapture to see,  Once a - gain

deep  as the skies,  What I feel your heart is
Appassionato Tragique

Andante con moto

Copyright MCMLXXVIII by Walter Janka, Inc., Boston
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, including Public Performance for Profit
10 NEW VOLUMES
of the World-Famous
JACOBS’ PIANO FOLIOS

Fifty-Cent LOOSE-LEAF Collections for
MOTION PICTURE Pianists & Organists

PHOTOPLAY usage indicated by DEL CASTILLO

Jacobs’ Musical Mosaics
(SEVEN NEW VOLUMES)

VOLUME 15
The Preaching Caravan — A Scene Episode. I, E. & A. Carothers
Hendrick — Egyptian Queen — E. & A. Carothers
Oriental Nights — E. & A. Carothers
Le Marquis — Oriental Romance — E. & A. Carothers
Il Parco — Melody — I, E. & A. Carothers
Branch & Jones — Waltz — Ted Blondow

VOLUME 16
Melodie Mignonne — Gerald F. Rosen
Ibiza — E. S. Stoogham
Monte Carlo — Norman Leigh
Spencetown, Blues — J. Chas. M. Wells
Charme — Herman Kurz
Rumors Down — Frank H. Grey

VOLUME 17
Gown Divas — E. & A. Carothers
Touch & Triumph — Oriental Queen — E. & A. Carothers
Strand of Saville — Japanese Drama — E. & A. Carothers
El Seneca — Mexican Dance — L. Chas. M. Wells
Rayo Legend — A. S. G. Carothers
A Life of Romance — E. & A. Carothers
Bells of Moscow — Masquerade — W. Alber

VOLUME 18
The Witch and the Moon — E. S. Stoogham
A Novelty Dance — E. & A. Carothers
Curtains Creep — I, E. & A. Carothers
Alba — Spanish Lullaby — Frank H. Grey
Glittering — Spanish Serenade — E. H. Hicken
Height of Passion — Polka Prince — E. & A. Carothers

VOLUME 19
Saplings — E. & A. Carothers
Chinese March — E. S. Stoogham
Cabin Shadows — A Mountain Idol — E. & A. Carothers
Blue Egret — E. & A. Carothers
The Killing of Vengeance — Frank H. Grey
Causa Adit — Polka — Eugene Innocent

EACH VOLUME, 50c NET


Melody 38
Andante e tenuto

CODA

MELODY

New Conn Models
For the New Age in Music

New All-Metal Clarinet
Completely new and original in design

The New Symphony Flute
Meets every demand of modern music

New, Improved Conservatory Oboe—8Q
Designed for professional and school use

The new Conn All-Metal clarinet is a thing of exquisite beauty, both in appearance and in musical quality. It is new in bore, new in tone hole location, new in diameter and height of sockets, new in design of keys and mounting. The lay of the keys, however, is the same as on the old wood clarinet, the familiar “feel” is still there. Body comes apart in four sections—barrel, top, bottom, bell. All features combine to make this clarinet the finest all-metal clarinet on the market. We are sure of this, we invite careful comparison.

New bore and tuning have given this clarinet a remarkably even and flexible scale. Particularly noticeable is the ease with which the notes from G above the staff to high C are made.

NEWLY SIMPLIFIED—entirely adequate for most difficult playing. This achievement was accomplished by eliminating a number of keys used but little and also by making such keys as were retained more efficient.

Extensive research revealed the following keys could be dispensed with, without in any way detracting from the performance of the instrument: low C, C# to G# to C, which is used only in one scale, the automatic octave key which overworks the weak third finger and which has never been popular; the lever for closing middle and high C#, by second finger of right hand, and the side key for the A—F# to G#.

FREE TRIAL, EASY PAYMENTS
Get one of these new Conn instruments—at any Conn instrument—for trial in your own playing. EASY PAYMENTS if you decide to buy.

Send the coupon now for free literature and details of trial offer.

All Connos are famous for their remarkable ease of playing—made for the professional who must have the easiest playing and most perfect instrument, and for the amateur who should have such an instrument.

With all their exclusive features Conn instruments cost no more.
Here and There in New York

BY ALANSON WELLER

DEDFINELY the latter part of September must have been especially beautiful. In connection with the Jewish holidays there was plenty of music and opera and theater, and the evenings were most enjoyable. The weather was fine and the air was pure and invigorating. The moon shone bright and the stars were out, and the music was in the air. It was a time of rest and relaxation, and the atmosphere was electric.

On September 15, the New York Philharmonic Orchestra gave a splendid concert at the Carnegie Hall, under the baton of Arturo Toscanini. The program included Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5, Mozart’s Symphony No. 40, and Dvorak’s Symphony No. 9. The performance was held in the presence of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who was on hand to lend his support to the cause.

A Clever Musician

BY EUGENE CINQUETTE

I have just received a letter from my friend, the pianist and composer, Dr. Albert Einstein, who has written to tell me about his new composition, “The daughters of the sun.” The piece is dedicated to the memory of the great poet, Aleister Crowley, and it is a work of great beauty and depth.

Dr. Einstein is a wise and talented man, and I am sure that his music will bring him great success. I have always admired his work, and I am looking forward to hearing more of his compositions in the future.

Jazz Pianists

By Howard Rumsey

The scene today is one of great activity in the world of jazz. New bands and musicians are appearing all the time, and the old favorites are still going strong. The music is becoming more sophisticated, and the players are pushing the boundaries of what is possible.

The Soho Jazz Club is a hot spot for jazz lovers, with performances every night of the week. The club is located in the heart of the city, and it is a place where you can hear some of the best musicians in the world.

The new generation of jazz pianists is pushing the boundaries, and it is exciting to see what they are capable of. The future of jazz is bright, and I am looking forward to hearing more of their music in the future.
The Clarinetist

CONDUCTED BY
Rudolph Toll

American Artistes

Chorus 23, 24, 25, 26
Second Chorus 27, 28, 29, 30
Quartet 31, 32, 33, 34
Serenade 35, 36, 37, 38
Soprano 39, 40, 41, 42
Tenor 43, 44, 45, 46
Baritone 47, 48, 49, 50
Bass 51, 52, 53, 54

MELROSE HEADQUARTERS

ated a successful season of American music, as at a few free

THE CLARINETIST
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Northwest News Notes

by D. B. Barnard

Silver King Clarinet

"Mechanically and Musically Perfect"

A properly built metal clarinet

is far superior to built clarinet

of wood or bamboo. That is proven

by the way in which noted bands

and players are turning to the metal

instrument. There is complete freed-

from checking, cracking or warping.

and you can play at any time, under any

weather conditions, confident that your

instrument will be in tune and that re-

sponse will not be impaired.

There is no magic in the use of metal.

Unless the clarinet is properly designed and accurately built the mere use of metal

doesn't make it good.

The Silver King Clarinet is properly

designed and is accurately built.

Bell is made from pure sterling silver
to give new beauty of appearance and a better tone. Body and keys are of a new, exclusive silver metal

that gives greater strength and per-

manence of added accuracy in building.

Keys are best in design and lay just right under the fingers—giving the proper feel.

While offering many improvements in design and construction, the one great feature of the Silver King is its accuracy in every part and detail. From that mechanical accuracy comes a truism of scale, a perfection of tone and intonation and an ease of play-

never before approached.

Prove the truth of what we say. Give the new Silver King Clarinet a trial. It is mid and compare it with all others.

It bears the stamp and guarantee of King. Perform. All out for full information on trial plans.

THE KING

BAND INSTRUMENTS

THE II. N. WHITE CO., 8205-06 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Silver King Bass Clarinet

Silver King Basset Trombone

Gold Plated Silver Bass Clarinet

Gold Plated Silver Basset Trombone

PRICES

$185.00 $185.00

$135.00 $135.00

$135.00 $135.00

$135.00 $135.00

Silver Plated Silver Bass Clarinet

Silver Plated Silver Basset Trombone

PRICES

$105.00 $105.00

$105.00 $105.00

$105.00 $105.00

$105.00 $105.00

Herbert L. Clarke's Modern Studies for CORNET AND TRUMPET

Are the Authority for Correct Playing and Necessary for advancement

Elementary Studies

Technical Studies

Characteristic Studies

$20,00 L. B. CLARKE, 246 Prospect Ave., Long Beach, Calif.
The Saxophonist

WHAT this country really needs is more of the fair sex to take up the study of saxophone. The demand for women, who are not only very popular, but also very good and very pretty, is greater than ever before, due to the many girls playing by their husbands and husbands. Many are now building for something new, and the girls are getting a good education.

In all respects it is not difficult to get a good set of a perfect partner in this genre. It would appear that although many girls have been raised to take up the study of saxophone, the majority of them have never actually learned to play it. However, there are a few who could do it with a certain amount of success, and they should not be lost on the saxophone. As a rule, the older the girls, the better their music. The younger ones do not have the same sense of rhythm as the older ones, and they do not have the same sense of time.

The Saxophonist will be a quarterly publication, devoted to the study and promotion of the saxophone. It will be published in New York City, and will contain articles on the latest developments in the field of saxophone music. It will also include reviews of new saxophone recordings and concerts.

Just From the Press

Part II of PETTINE'S SAXOPHONE METHOD

The Book That Saxophone Artists

USES IN CONSTRUCTION WITH ANY METHOD

Recto: From tops to give in Part II. To transpose from 'Celli parts in Bass and Double Cello. Also to read from parts written for 2 Instruments or voice.

How to use the Instruments and Voice. How to produce the musical notes above high 

27 Indispensable Studies in all keys, showing how to play difficult passages by means of the special fingerings. Special Studies for Artists dealing with every single Saxophone technique including the new fingering for high G, D, B, and E.

Grand Opera Duets for Artists, comprising eighty pages of the most beautiful Grand Opera melodies. Very difficult and interesting for both parts. (These excerpts are worth the price of the book.)

All for $2.00

Rhode Island Music Co.

Matthew Street

PROFESSIONAL INTEREST

Jefferson, Ohio.

"The City That Is Expanding the fastest in the State." — A. J. F. W. SMITH, Director of Music, State Normal School, Kansas City, Mo.

The Professional Banjo

Ludwig

The Ludwing Banjo is in the possession of the highest professional calibers. In fact, Ludwig Banjos are made only in professional models, ranging in price from $75 to $1,000.

"They want for melody and feeling, the same that makes thechestra players, to those who play the banjo at home, and for the concert player who desires a strong, warm and natural tone."

The HOWARD TUNER

For Clarinets, Flutes, Oboes, etc.

The HOWARD TUNER ensures the proper tuning of your instrument by eliminating the effects of the temperature, humidity, and other causes of distortion.

Do YOU KNOW THAT NUSS MFG. CO., of Elgin, Ill., is the only manufacturer of this type of tuning device? You can have your own HOWARD TUNER made by them at any time.

REYNOLDS HIGH SCHOOL, Elgin, Ill.

SIVELL, R. REYNOLDS, Treasurer.
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Rhode Island Music Co.
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The Tenor Banjoist
Conducted by A. J. Weidt

The ROYAL P-T Is Coming
Complete Details Very Soon

If you would like to be one of those to receive complete information in advance of the Announcement, just clip and return the coupon.

Gibson

Has a Surprise For Every Student, Teacher and Player Of The Banjo.

GIBSON, INC., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Without obligation, please send me information about Gibson Banjos.

Name

Address

City State

The Two Aces

PAUL ASH Master of Ceremonies Paramount Theatre New York City also Conductor Paul Ash Band Paramount Theatre

FRANK REINO

The New Silver Bell Banjo selected at your store by Mr. Frank Reino, my banjoist at the Paramount Theatre, is in my opinion without equal and gives splendid results both on the stage and in recording.

I am happy to have both Mr. Reino and his Banjo Banjo in my band.

Cordially yours,

PAUL ASH

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
48 Pages—FREE

The DACON BANJO CO., Inc.

GROTON, CONN., U. S. A. (On the Thames)

The Dodge Drum School

A Complete SELF INSTRUCTOR for DRUMS, XYLOPHONE and TYMPIANI......$2.00

The Dodge Drum Chart

For reading and executing drum music, with correct sticking and most commonly written forms... Price 75c

SIGNED and ENGRAVED by GEORGE LAWRENCE STONE. Principal of the Stone Banjo and Mandolin Manufacturing Co.

PLACE YOUR ORDER WITH THE PUBLISHERS

GEORGE B. STONE & SON, Inc.

41 Hanover Street

BOSTON, MASS.
Melody and Filling In

What is your opinion regarding the use of melody once in a while or as a "fill-in"? As it is coming into fashion for future books, really? — P. H. Bond, Manchester, Mass.

Judging by the number of W. C. primitive books that contain the sectional name of "Improvising and Filling In," the student leader in beginner's music is to be applauded. Most of the books, however, are not so much the fault of the music teacher as they are of the students. In my opinion, the best way to get a good rhythm is to sing in a quartet.

This style of playing is also good for the public and student, as well as for the ensemble. In Harmony Baby (Tweed's "Tweedy Baby") the music is not the same, however. Quite often I have noticed that a quartet who is good in a musical arrangement is not so good in a melody, even when they have changed their style. But when a quartet is working in a melody, they seem to be more in harmony.

Melody and Chord Practice

In my opinion, melody is the most important part of a performance. The student should learn to play in harmony with the teacher, and not just follow the leader. The "Harmony Baby" is a good way to get started.

--- W. E. H. New York City

--- F. W. New York City
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MEET MY FRIEND
By Mildred Wolf, "The Banjo Girl"

TONE ———

—Medium—

The Paramount Banjo has been acclaimed throughout the industry as the finest instrument ever made. Its tone is warm, rich, and full. It is perfect for all types of music, from ballads to jazz. The quality and craftsmanship are unmatched. The Paramount Banjo is the choice of professionals and amateurs alike. For more information, please contact us.

WOODEN TONE-BAJNO TECHNIC

Rowden's Wooden Tone-Banjos are made from the best quality woods, resulting in a rich, warm tone. The wooden tone-banjos are available in a variety of sizes and styles, including tenor, baritone, and bass. They are perfect for both professional and amateur players.

AT LAST!

Two Real "Honest-to-Goodness"
TENOR BANJO SOLOS
Banjos KEEP MOVIN'

SAXOPHONES --- TRUMPET

TENOR BANJO - PLECTRUM

Your song or composition arranged for Piano (up to 4 pages), 25c.

TUNEFUL MELODIES -- Volume 1

Curtis & Son, Inc.

Your song or composition arranged for Piano (up to 4 pages), 25c.

TUNEFUL MELODIES

Varies according to difficulty.

The Golden Banana

Your song or composition arranged for Piano (up to 4 pages), 25c.

Waltzer in B flat

Your song or composition arranged for Piano (up to 4 pages), 25c.

The Instrumentation:

Tune Book Sale .......
Tune Book Clearance .......
For a complete list of TUNEFUL MELODIES, please contact us.

Now Ready for BANJO BAND

TUNEFUL MELODIES for Banjo Band provide perfect up-to-date arrangements for the modern banjo ensemble. These arrangements are ideal for parties, dances, and other social gatherings. They are arranged by professional musicians and are perfect for both serious and amateur banjo players.

LEARN JAZZ PIANO PLAYING

AXEL CHRISTENSEN SCHOOL

224 W. JACOBSON STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

WALTER JACOBS Inc., 120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

ANNOUNCEMENT

KINDLY NOTIFY your customers of the new publication "HOUR GLASS" published by the GRAMMAR SCHOOL PRESS, 224 W. JACOBSON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Melody for November, 1928

The Violinist

CONDUCTED BY
Edwin A. Sabin

A RAY of light has come to us in the person of Miss H. English, a young woman of great promise and character, who resides in the city of Boston. She has been under the instruction of the celebrated violinist, Mr. J. W. Dunlop, for the past six years, and under his care she has made such progress that she is now considered one of the most promising pupils of the celebrated violinist. Miss English has a large repertoire of pieces, both for the violin and the piano, and she is not only a fine performer, but also a brilliant composer. She has written several pieces for the violin, which have been well received by the public, and she is now preparing to give a series of concerts in the city of Boston, which will be held in the Musikverein Musiksal at 8 o'clock. The concerts will be accompanied by Mr. J. W. Dunlop, who will play the piano. Miss English is a true artist, and her playing is both graceful and spirited. She is a true violinist, and her performances are always a source of pleasure to her admirers.
You Can Take It or Leave It

What I Do Not Like In The New Music

Walter Jacobs, Inc.

You may take it or you may leave it. That is the idea behind the music of our time. You take the sound that is made in our cities and you make it your own. You can take it and make it your own. Or you can leave it.

MILKY FISHMAN, who according to Walter Jacobs, Inc., is the most popular composer of our time, has just released his latest work. It is an experimental piece, a composition that defies easy categorization. Some people love it, others hate it. But it is the kind of music that makes you think.

Alfred Spriesser

The Amator's Guide to Musical Instruments

I. THE FRENCH HORN

The French horn, the offspring of the circular bell of long ago, is a tool of musicians who have been experimenting with new sounds and techniques. It is a difficult instrument to play, but it is also very expressive. It has a haunting quality that can make it the focal point of a piece or blend into the background.

2. THE Violin

The violin is a versatile instrument that can produce a wide range of sounds. It is used in many different styles of music, from classical to pop. The violinist must be able to control the bow pressure and fingerings to produce the desired sound.

3. THE CELLO

The cello is a deep, rich-sounding instrument that is often used in orchestras. It has a long history and has been played by many great musicians. The cello can be played solo or as part of an ensemble.

4. THE PIANO

The piano is an instrument that has been around for centuries. It can produce a wide range of sounds and is often used in symphonies, concertos, and other classical music. The pianist must be able to control the dynamics and phrasing to create a beautiful performance.

5. THE GUITAR

The guitar is one of the most popular instruments today. It can be played solo or as part of a band. The guitarist must be able to play different styles of music and adapt to different settings.

6. THE DRUMS

The drums are an essential part of almost any music genre. They provide rhythm and keep the beat. The drummer must be able to play in time with the music and create a dynamic and exciting performance.

MINIATURE FIRST VIOLIN AND SOLO CORNET PARTS

Two of these outstanding Jacobson publications for Band and Orchestra will be sent on request, if you will check, sign, and mail the coupon below. Read the descriptive list carefully and note the wide diversity and utility of the various collections and series.

JACOBS' ALBUM OF MASTER CLASSICS FOR ORCHESTRA and JACOBSC' BAND AT THE MOVIES will be sent to the first 250 who send request and $1.00 deposit. Free to composers, educators, and libraries.

JACOBS' SONGS AND CHORUSES PARTS will be sent to the first 250 who request.

JACOBS' JUBILEE SERIES will be sent to the first 250 who request.

JACOBS' STANDARD ORCHESTRA BAND COLLECTION will be sent to the first 250 who request.

JACOBS' MUSICAL MONOLOGUES FOR ORCHESTRA and JACOBS' MONOLOGUES FOR BAND will be sent to the first 250 who request.

JACOBS' BAND INSTRUMENTS will be sent to the first 250 who request.

Check--Sign--Clip and Mail

Walter Jacobs, Inc.

Please send miniature first violin and solo cornet parts of the following publications:

1. Jacobs' Album of Master Classics for Orchestra
2. Jacobs' Songs and Choruses Parts
3. Jacobs' Jubilee Series
4. Jacobs' Standard Orchestra Band Collection
5. Jacobs' Musical Monologues for Orchestra
6. Jacobs' Standard Orchestra Band Editions

Note: Payment must accompany order.

Band Instrument Parts

- Bass Trombone
- Baritone Saxophone
- Flute
- French Horn
- Oboe
- Clarinet
- Trumpet
- French Horn
- Bassoon
- Trombone
- Tuba
- Vibraphone
- Timpani
- Percussion

Thank you for your interest in our products.

J.E. Agnew, Pub. Inc.
What I Like in New Music
By L. G. de Cé stata

Orchestral Music

Tux Bower, by Carlisle Shulman, G. 307. Moderately light six-part Pratt Indian 3. It is based on the 7th interval, a common feature in the electro-acoustic genre, carefully evoking the shape, the texture, and the time of the space among the strings. The theme, in its new sonority dimensioned with subtle light-frequency effects, carefully moving yet sharply defined. The middle section is a little more reflective and introspective.

S: 40 by Horst Schuller, G. 308. Light six-part quartet in F major. A light, sparse, yet richly textured chamber music with a slight shadowy feeling. The instrumentation is delicate, and the sound is soft and warm.

Waltzes

Dancing Snow, by George Schuller, G. 309. Delicate, light music for a winter waltz. The mood is light and airy, with a warm, inviting quality.

Serenade, by Henry Schermann, G. 310. Light, delicate music for a late winter waltz. The mood is delicate and refined.

SUMMER NIGHTS CONCERT

Peter T. Schumann, G. 311. Light, delicate music for a summer night. The mood is light and serene.

DEEP WINTER CONCERT

Peter T. Schumann, G. 312. Light, delicate music for a deep winter night. The mood is dark and mysterious.

HAMILTON C. GORDON

H. G. Gordon, G. 313. Light, delicate music for a Hamilton C. Gordon night. The mood is light and elegant.

GORDON'S LOOSE LEAF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Gordon's Loose Leaf Musical Instruments is a unique resource for music lovers. It offers a variety of instruments, including violins, cello, and viola, for those interested in playing or collecting.

American Concert Edition


The World's Greatest Composers

Catalog of Orchestra Music

EMIL ASCHER, Inc.
Music Publishers Since 1879
315 Fourth Avenue, New York City

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

779 SEVENTH AVENUE
New York

If You Are Interested in...

-A Flashy Light Overture
-A New Opus for a New Orchestra
-Band Marches
-Old Time Dances
-Movie Music

For information on any of these subjects, please contact us.

LUDWIG MUSIK COMPANY
293 East 72nd Street
Cleveland, Ohio

ORCHESTRA MUSIC

For information about orchestra music, please contact us.

JESUS ROSEPUCO

Publishers and Distributors

We handle all PURCHASING INQUIRIES, it pays you to get in touch with us.

26-28 E. 21st St., New York City

NEW MUSIC

Send your order to
STRAUSS MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., 989 Marsh, U.S.A.
PRACTICAL HARMONY
Applying to Any Orchestra Instrument
How to Arrange, Improve, and Harmonize

What They Say!

Fig. 1, Page 4; Beethoven, No. 5; Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture; Brahms, 9th Symphony; Orchestration; Practical, Instructional, Instructional.

In the Home, Trousers and Jeans, Beethoven, No. 5; Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture; Brahms, 9th Symphony; Orchestration; Practical, Instructional, Instructional.
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for PIANISTS AND ORGANISTS

In motion picture theatres throughout the world and in schools and in the homes of music lovers everywhere those

50c Loose Leaf Collections are outstanding favorites. Many musicians have acquired the entire library, buying each volume as issued. If you are a stranger to these most practical, pleasant, and economical collections, by all means become acquainted with them.

Selection range indicated by Dr. Castle. 128 volumes classified as follows:

Jacobs’ Piano Folios

Jacobs’ Musical Mosaics
Colorful and characteristic numbers. Designed to entertain. Every popular, every G.I. volume. A NEW volume published monthly.

Jacobs’ Cinema Sketches
Dramatic and atmospheric. No more useful companion for the motion picture player. Published monthly. A NEW volume added every month.

Jacobs’ Incidental Music
Flexible and practical. Two volumes of original material by Harry Norris, and any volume of choice, including extracts from Gilbert, Kurdish, Schumann, Ginastera, Schoenheim, Verdi, and others. (4 volumes)

KEEPING POSTED and how to organize it, etc. Anyone willing to copy one of these publications later than by having their name put on the mailing list of the Vinson Rack Corporation. It would be well to mention the instrument in which the name is to be used.

CHRISTMAS needs orchestrations for instrumental arrangements, 20 or more as arranged by the Vinson Rack Corporation this month. The orchestral arrangements of the numbers published in previous 'Volume 20' for vocal use and are issued in a single volume, and are adapted for instrumental use, or in instrumental versions for vocal use.

SHELER INC. Ediko, Inc., report that they are now receiving large shipments of the new and improved models of the Sheeler Pianola, which are meeting with such an enthusiastic reception, and are now shipping complete sets in 4 weeks that it is expected they will be in use by the end of the year.

PRODUCT LESSONS IN ORCHESTRATION by Arthur E. Brown, in the latest edition of "The Musician’s Library," published by G. Schirmer, Inc., and available to all music teachers who are interested in the subject. (6 volumes)

IN A folder recently received by us from the Apollo Music Co., our friend Will Chicago is advertised. "The Chicago" manuscript folder. This is a new product which is quite apparently intended for classrooms, and is therefore adapted for use in educational music departments of the type or concert of which we manage the affairs, and with several additions to the "Theorium Series of Orchestral," also received from the Oliver Ditson Company.

In a similar manner, the "The Chicago" manuscript folder, with its additional features, is intended for use in educational music departments of the type or concert of which we manage the affairs, and with several additions to the "Theorium Series of Orchestral," also received from the Oliver Ditson Company.

In a similar manner, the "The Chicago" manuscript folder, with its additional features, is intended for use in educational music departments of the type or concert of which we manage the affairs, and with several additions to the "Theorium Series of Orchestral," also received from the Oliver Ditson Company.

As a result of this experience, the idea of organizing the "The Chicago" manuscript folder, with its additional features, is intended for use in educational music departments of the type or concert of which we manage the affairs, and with several additions to the "Theorium Series of Orchestral," also received from the Oliver Ditson Company.

Furthermore, this experience indicates the desirability of organizing the "The Chicago" manuscript folder, with its additional features, is intended for use in educational music departments of the type or concert of which we manage the affairs, and with several additions to the "Theorium Series of Orchestral," also received from the Oliver Ditson Company.

WALTER JACOBS, Inc.
120 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Particularly adapted for the use of young school bands is the world-famous

WALTZ KISS OF SPRING
ROLFE

Copyright, 1920, by Walter Jacobs, Inc.

PRICE FOR BAND... $1.00

WALTER JACOBS, Inc
120 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

"We wonder why the girls are planning to "register"? Some members of the steering committee are, for one thing, because it is a way of getting in touch with the young people who are interested in the event. The Committee is composed of students and faculty members from the school, and it is working closely with the student council to ensure that the event is well-executed. We are looking for volunteers to help with various tasks, such as setting up the venue and coordinating logistics. If you are interested in getting involved, please contact the student council for more information. We are excited about this event and believe that it will be a great opportunity for the school community to come together and enjoy a fun and memorable occasion."
GROUP TRAINING for Bands and Orchestras

Definite
Rapid
Modern

The Right Method Produces Right Results

A method that is thorough, complete—and proven. No untried theories or "one-man" ideas. Nothing overlooked. The Leader's Book—the "secret plant" of the series—has separate chapters that cover every detail of method and practice in group training and organization, based on the experience of its most able authors.

A Few Chapter Headings from the Leader's Book

1. The Band in School and Community,
2. Organization of the School Band,
3. Instrumentation,
4. Equipment (from Instruments to Rehearsal Rooms),
5. Rehearsals and Discipline Details,
6. Marching Regulations,
and FULL SCORE for the section of the Educational Books that has Piano Accompaniment.

Price of Leader's Book $1.50

Fourteen Educational Books issued for the individual Band Instruments. Also to be issued: Violin I and II, Viola, Cello, Bass and French Horn. Each Book, 75c.

Send for booklet and sample solo part

OLIVER DITSON CO., BOSTON
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., NEW YORK

MELODY
For Photoplay Organists and Pianists and all Music Lovers

"We minded that the sharpest ear
The buried broodlet could not hear"
John Greenleaf Whittier in "Snow-Bound"